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Abstract
Employing Conversation Analysis, this study examines self-repetition with slight
variation, primarily made through final particles, in the playtime interaction of
Korean-English bilingual children with each other and their caregiver(s). Final particles in the Korean language provide speakers with grammatical resources with
which they can effectively modify their actions as well as stances while they repeat
their own prior utterances only with a change in (a) final particle(s). The analysis
shows how resayings are prompted by interactional contingencies, such as some
perceived issue with the first saying or the ways in which participants deal with the
first saying, e.g., lack of response. The article illustrates how speakers achieve footing shifts across turns, greater precision in the actions they seek to perform via the
practice of slightly variant repetition. Implications of the complex phenomenon of
repetition as a site of language learning and use in children’s talk are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
The current article examines self-repetition with slight variation, primarily made
through final particles, in Korean-English bilingual children’s playtime interaction. The data come from a longitudinal study where the playtime interaction
of two Korean-English bilingual children was video-recorded every two weeks
throughout a period of one year.
Repetition in children’s discourse is one of the most commonly observed phenomena reported by child language researchers (Garvey, 1977; Keenan, 1977). In
earlier times, however, children’s repetition was mainly examined for its potential
to contribute to language mastery, with the central inquiry focused on comparing
repeated utterances and spontaneous utterances in terms of length and complexity, which were taken to be an index for usefulness for language development.
Elinor Ochs Keenan (1977), however, made an important contribution by pointing out the lack of attention on the pragmatic functions of repetition in child’s
language. Keenan showed how other-repetition serves a discourse function of
ratifying new information and thus making it available as a candidate topic in
children’s interaction.
Since then, research on the discourse functions of repetition in children’s interaction has been progressing (Pallotti, 2002; Huang, 2011; Köymen & Kyratzis
2009). Pallotti (2001, 2002) demonstrated how children use other-repetition or
what is termed ‘appropriation’ to establish their participation status in multi-party
interaction at a nursery. Huang (2011) identified several usages that parental other-repetition serves in parent–child dyads: acknowledging the receipt of information, asking for clarification, asking for confirmation, reformulating the child’s
utterances. Conversation Analysis (CA) work has resulted in finer understanding
of the multifarious usages of other-repetition. Schegloff (1996, 1997) listed several actions served by other-repetition: initiating repair, registering receipt, and
targeting a next action, before moving on to describe the target action his paper
is describing: confirming allusions. In the CA literature, the topic of repetition
has often been dealt with as a part of repair practices. Robinson and Kevoe-Feldman (2010) described how the practice of full-repeat is used to initiate repair and
what kind of action it achieves. Stivers (2010) described how modified repeats
served as one method for asserting epistemic primacy in particular sequential
environments. For self-repetition, Wong (2000) described one form of self-repetition used as a practice to achieve resumption with storytelling. Curl, Local,
and Walker (2006) demonstrated how self-repetition designed with particular
phonetic and intonation features serves to close sequences of talk.
Among the small but growing body of CA research on child language and
interaction, Forrester (2008) documented a developing profile of a child’s self-repair skills, within which repetition figures as a significant component. However,
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the multifaceted nature of the phenomenon of repetition is far from being fully
understood, and awaits further in-depth sequential analysis to shed light on its
multifunctional and dynamic roles in conversation.
Research on the discourse function of repetition (Johnstone, 1994; Norrick,
1987) suggests two criteria to categorise repetition into sub-types: self-repetition
vs other-repetition, and exact repetition vs repetition with change. Repetition
most often involves some sort of similarity and some sort of difference. One can
say that “the conflict between the value of sameness and the need for variety”
(Martin, 1995, p. 573) constitutes one of the essential characteristics of repetition
in discourse.
In the current study, I examine self-repetition with a primary focus on repetition with variation. This phenomenon of repetition with variation was massively
present in the current data set and seemed to capture one of the core functions
of repetition. Repetition forms an important strategy for the child to design their
utterance, by allowing the child to build on the structure and lexicon of their
prior utterance, which in turn makes it easier for the child to participate in the
interaction and establish mutuality. On the other hand, variation as it is embedded in repeated utterances seems to concern one of the significant reasons for the
speaker doing repetition.

2. Final particles
The collection of repetition with variation sequences from the current data set has
revealed that the main locus of variation centred on the grammatical category of
final particles. According to McClain (1981), particles are defined as “non-conjugative words which attach to words, phrases, or clauses, and indicate the relationship of the preceding word(s) to the following word or to the rest of the sentence”.
Particles have received a growing amount of attention in interactional linguistics
(Luke, 1990; Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996, Kim, 2018; Park, 1999; Tanaka,
2000, to name just a few).
Final particles constitute distinctive grammatical resources, relatively well-documented in East and Southeast Asian languages including Korean, Japanese, and
Chinese (Luke, 1990; Sohn, 2001; Shibatani, 1990; Li & Thompson 1989). In
general, they do not carry propositional or referential meaning, but convey procedural meaning providing an interpretive cue to an utterance where they are
attached. In terms of grammatical status, they are bound morphemes, at least in
East Asian languages such as Korean, Japanese, and Chinese (see Hancil, Haselow,
& Post (2015) for final particles in European languages). Normally, they cannot
occur in isolation and are attached to other words. In a postpositional language
like Korean and Japanese, particles would normally occur post-positionally, following the unit they are attached to.
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Korean is said to be a predicate-final language and allows free word order. Typical word order of the written language is SOV, but it is reported that non-negligible amount of occurrence of OSV structure is found in spoken data (Sohn, 2001).
Case is assigned, in part, via the interaction between word order and case marker,
with primacy given to case markers over word order (O’Grady, Lee, & Lee, 2011).
In the current article, the category of final particles includes what is called sentence-ending suffixes (ta, e, etc.) and embedded-clause enders (ase, nuntey, ko,
etc.) in grammar reference books (e.g., Sohn, 2001).
As Tanaka (1999) observes, the availability of final particles and the predicate-final orientation have consequences for interactional practices, e.g., delayed
projectability (Tanaka, 2000) and incremental transformability (Kim, 2001,
2007). Situated in a similar line of inquiry, the current article aims to examine
how some grammatical features of the Korean language, most notably final particles, are played out as interactional resources in interaction with and among two
Korean-English bilingual children, with primary focus on repetition sequences.

3. Data
The data for the current study come from 23 hours of video recordings of naturally occurring interaction among two Korean-English bilingual children (Noah
and Yoonyoung), respectively aged 3:7 and 4:2 at the beginning of the data collection, and their caregivers. The recordings were conducted every two weeks
for a period of one year, each time lasting one hour. The recordings took place
in the living room of the house of one of the children, while the children were
playing with each other, and being overseen by their caregiver(s). At the time
of the recordings, the children were residing in one country in Southeast Asia
and were a part of the Korean diasporic community. Their interactions were
conducted both in English and Korean. The shifting between the two languages
appears to be linked to who the co-present caregivers were, i.e., the helpers Jenny
(Yoonyoung’s family helper/nanny, henceforth J) and Eliza (Noah’s family helper/
nanny, henceforth E), and Noah’s Mum (henceforth NM). NM’s presence encouraged the use of the Korean language. On any occasion where the recordings took
place, in addition to the two children, one of three possible combinations of caregivers were co-present: NM on her own, J on her own, or all three. Occasionally,
the two children played in Yoonyoung’s bedroom, where no adult was present. A
video camera was placed at one corner of the living room. Although the camera
was set up so as to maximize the visible span, at times some of the activities were
not captured in the camera view as the children moved around the living room.
The data have been transcribed according to the Jeffersonian transcription system (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). For representing the non-verbal component, I
have used a simplified version of the notation system developed by Selting et al.
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(2009). Out of the entire recording of 23 hours, 7 hours have thus far been transcribed, on which the current analysis is based. The three-line transcript consists
of the first line where the original utterance is transcribed via the Yale Romanisation system, followed by an interlinear morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, and a
functionally equivalent translation on the third line.

4. Identical repetition sequences
Before delving into the main focus of the article, repetition with variation, I begin
with cases of identical repetition. One of the contexts where repetition sequences
are typically found is in instances where the child attempts to secure the interlocutor’s attention. Consider Excerpt (1) where NM, sitting on the sofa, is talking
with Eliza (E), Noah’s family helper, about where to buy ingredients for cheesecake.
(1) [4 February 2015:15:26-]
01

E:

03

N:

04

NM:

02

N:

→

I asked also the [FairPri:ce (0.7) and =
[Yoonyoungi Yakwu an

share

Yoonyoung Yakwu NEG share
ha:-n-[tay
do-ATTR-QUOT

Yoonyoung says she won’t share Yakult
05

E:

07

N:

06

08

09

NM:

NM:
N:

[uh

=[Cold sto[:rage xxxx xxxxxxxxxxx=
→

[they don’t-

[|Yoonyoungi1 [Yakwu an
Yoonyoung

share=

Yakwu NEG share

|

|((gaze at NM, following her gaze|
|=ha-n-tay |

[uh?

do-ATTR-QUOT

|gaze at NM|

Yoonyoung (says) she won’t share Yakult
10

11
12
13

E:

N:

Y:

NM:

=cheese cake

|do you want to share the| Ya[|kult?
|((gaze directed to YY
|((gaze at Noah))
uh:::

|

|

|

|((nods))|

Prior to the excerpt, Yoonyoung has emerged from the kitchen with a pack of
a drink called Yakult in her hand and Noah approached her. After what seems to
be an exchange of a few words between the two children (the audio part of this
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4
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exchange was not well captured in the camcorder as it was placed at another corner of the living room), Noah walks over to his mum and tells her that Yoonyoung
is not sharing the Yakult (lines 02–03). As this utterance is said in overlap with
Eliza’s talk (line 01), Noah repeats it (lines 07 and 09), producing an identical
repetition with more intense eye gaze toward his mum (Figure 1). Note that NM
abandons her turn in line 06, which is a response to Eliza, and orients to Noah
(line 08). As soon as Noah completes the repetition (line 09), he turns his gaze
to Yoonyoung, who also returns her eye gaze to Noah (Figure 2). While the two
children are maintaining mutual eye gaze, Noah issues a question to Yoonyoung,
‘do you want to share the Yakult?’ (line 11). With her gaze directed to Noah and
Noah’s mum till the mid-part of Noah’s utterance, Yoonyoung puts down her
water bottle (Figure 3) and turns her gaze towards the table in front of her and
nods her head (Figure 4). In sum, Noah’s repetition is an identical one, clearly
motivated by his effort to secure his mum’s attention, which successfully contributes to rectifying his peer’s behaviour of not sharing the drink.
As a similar example, in the following excerpt, both Yoonyoung and Noah are
playing in Yoonyoung’s room, and the excerpt begins as Yoonyoung walks out of
her room.
(2) [22 April 2015: 42:00 - ]
01
02

Y:

→

((Yoonyoung is walking out of her room, where
she was playing with Noah))
Noah Yoonyoungi p:ush hay-ss-e
Noah Yoonyoung

push

do-ANT-IE

Noah pushed Yoonyoung
03
04

Y:

05

NM:

→

(1.4)

Noah Yoonyoungi push hay-ss-e=
Noah Yoonyoung

push do-ANT-IE

Noah pushed Yoonyoung
=Pay Noah::

Pay Noah::

Pay Noah::

At line 02, Yoonyoung reports Noah’s supposedly ‘bad behaviour’ to Noah’s
mum, who is sitting on the sofa in the living room, as she walks out of her room.2
The first utterance is said with a wider range in pitch, which conveys something
of an ‘annoyed stance’ from the speaker. After a 1.4 second pause, while she is
walking towards NM, Yoonyoung repeats the utterance, an identical repetition
except for the less varied intonation contour. The second saying effectively elicits
the adult’s intervention as NM calls out Noah’s full name with a forbidding tone
(line 05). Both Excerpt (1) and (2) present cases where the child is reporting the
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other party’s behaviour to an adult, seeking intervention. The lack of response
from the adult seems to form the main reason for the second saying.

5. Repetition with final particle change
In addition to identical repetitions such as those examined above, it was regularly
observed that speakers would repeat their own utterances with slight modifications to them. In the current data set, the slight variations in form most often
involved final particles. Consider Excerpt (3). Yoonyoung and Noah were having
a scuffle over a piece of Lego wheel. NM and Eliza, Noah’s family nanny, were
attempting to find another piece so that both children could have one each. As
Eliza finds one piece in a box, which was an unlikely place to find the Lego piece
(at least from NM’s perspective), NM asks a question (line 02).
(3) [4 February 2015 26:10]
01

02

Y:

NM:

this is le:go not thi[:s
→

[leykoka

way kekiss-e?

Lego-NOM why there-exist-IE

Why is Lego there?
03
04

NM:

→

(1.6)

leykoka

way kekiss-ci?

Lego-NOM why there-exist-COMM

why is Lego there ci

05
06

NM:

(1.2)

nolko

siph-ese

tuleka-ss napota

play-CONN would like-CONN enter:ANT seem:DECL

probably they wanted to play and that’s why they went in

NM’s initial question is left unattended (line 03). After a 1.6 second pause in
line 03, NM repeats her initial question, identical except for the final particle ci
(line 04), which replaced the final particle e in the first saying, leykoka way kek(i)iss-e: ‘why is the Lego (piece) there-ci?’. With the change in the final particle (from
the informal ending e to the committal suffix ci), the second question is hearable
as if she is addressing the question to herself than to others as ci is hearable more
as embodying a self-reflective stance (Lee, 1999). In alignment with the slightly
altered stance, NM provides an answer to her own question after a 1.2 second
pause (line 05) by coming up with a possible reason for the Lego piece being
found in the box (line 06). She does this by attributing agency to the Lego piece
(‘wanted to play’, ‘went in’). It is to be noted that the lack of response, as indicated
in the pause in line 03, prompted NM not only to repeat her question, but also to
modify its design in the way that the projected addressee of the question is shifted
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to herself rather than to random others. This is achieved through the grammatical resource of a final particle that is attached to the main verb iss (‘exist’). Shifting
the projected addressee effectively prepares the sequence to be closed by providing an answer herself.
Whereas Excerpt (3) presented a case where the speaker achieves a shift in the
projected addressee with final particle change in repetition, Excerpt (4) presents
a case where the speaker achieves realignment of her own participation footing
in interaction (Goffman 1981) with a slightly variant repetition, i.e., repetition
with a change of final particle. Excerpt (4) took place one minute before Excerpt
(3). Both Noah and Yoonyoung are after the particular piece of toy wheel, and in
line 01, Yoonyoung is providing a justification for why she needs the piece of toy
wheel.
(4) [4 February 2015: 25:01]
01

Y:

but I need a bi[g bus. (0.8) I need to [make=

03

Y:

=a big bus

05

N:

|I don’t wa::nt

02

04

06

E:
E:

NM:

[come on: (1.0)

=go triangle

→

|

|<<whining tone>>|

wuoa:: mesiss-nun ke
EXCL

cool-ATTR

07

keyss-ta::

08

|(2.0)

[lets=

mantul-myen toy-

thing make-COND

OK-

DCT:RE-DECL

wow, it looks like (you guys) can make something cool

09

NM:

10

E:

→

|

|E laughs|

wuoa: na mesiss-nun ke
EXCL

I

cool-ATTR

mantul-swuiss-e:

thing make-be:able:to-IE

wow I can make something cool
|you’re xxxxxx

|

|<<laughing voice>>|

In an attempt to mediate, Eliza is suggesting to Noah that they use a triangle
piece instead of a wheel (lines 02 and 04). However, Noah is not happy with this
suggestion and insists on having that particular piece of toy wheel for his project
(line 05). While this is happening, NM, who was sitting on the sofa at the other
side of the living room, stands up and heads towards the dining table (see Figures
5–8), which is close to the area where the children are playing with Lego and
magnets (the area indicated with A in Figure 8). As Noah refuses the nanny’s
suggestion to use the triangle piece and emits a whining sound, NM intervenes,
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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first by saying wuoa:: mesiss-nun ke mantul-myen toy-keyss-ta::: ‘wow, it looks like
(you guys) can make something cool’. After a 2 second pause, which is filled with
the nanny’s laughter, NM repeats her own prior utterance, beginning with the
same exclamation marker wuoa:, but wrapping it up with a different final particle
and adding the subject ‘I’, wuoa: na mesiss-nun ke mantul-swuiss-e:: ‘wow, I can
make something cool’.
Note that lines 06–07 and 09 demonstrate an almost identical intonation contour except that the last syllable of line 07 (ta) is slightly more elongated than the
last syllable of line 09. Both turns start with the same exclamation marker wuoa
and are delivered with an exaggerated tone (which is often found in child-directed speech). The changes consist of the insertion of na ‘I’ and the modal and
final particle (myen toykeyss-ta to swuiss-e). The first saying stands as a comment
about the situation with no subject marked, thus the speaker NM presents herself
as an observer of the play. In the second saying (line 06), on the other hand, she
presents herself as one of the participants of the play by explicitly marking the
subject na ‘I’ and employing the modal suffix (swuiss ‘can’) and the final particle e. In the second saying, the level of involvement is escalated from that of an
observer to that of a participant, which effectively strengthens NM’s attempt of
diverting Noah’s attention from the wheel to a new project, mesiss nun ke ‘something cool’. Excerpt (4) shows nicely how the richness of modal and final particles
in the Korean language are effectively deployed to respond to an unfolding interactional contingency and further upgrade the initial action.
The resourceful use of grammatical particles in navigating interactional contingencies is shown in the bilingual children’s language use as well as in the adult
speakers’ talk despite their limited proficiency in the Korean language. In the following excerpt, Noah and Yoonyoung were both drinking Yakult and having fun
by putting extra straws into the drink covers of their respective bottles of drink,
which turned into a sort of competitive game.
(5) [4 February 2015: three straws 22:09]
01

Y:

|Noah, (1.5) I have |three.

|

|((with a big smile on her

face and facing Noah)) |

|((Noah is trying to insert another straw in his Yakult))

02
03

|(1.2)
Y:

|

|((YY brings the Yakult to her mouth, then turns to NM)) |
|Yoonyoung-i

Yoonyoung-NOM

|ilehkey|

|<<smiley voice

like:this

mek-ulswuiss-ta↑|

eat-be:able:to-DECL

|Figure 10 |

>> |
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|((raises her right hand
with Yakult briefly and
bring it back to her
mouth))

|

Yoonyoung can drink like this!
04

|(1.4|)

|((YY shows how she drinks Yakult with the three straws.

|((Toward the end of the pause, Noah, who is trying

|
|

to put one more straw in his Yakult, suddenly turns

05

NM:

Wuoa

his head to YY))

EXCL

Wow
06

07

|(1.0)

|((YY turns to Noah again ))

|

|((Noah gaze maintained to YY))|

Y:

|Noah, can you drink like this?

|((Noah’s gaze maintained to YY))

08

09

|

|(2.5)

|((NM is helping Noah put another straw in his Yakult.
|((Noah’s gaze back to his Yakult)): Figure 12

NM:

|mas

ettay

Yoonyoung-a?

Taste how-IE Yoonyoung-VOC

|((NM continues to help Noah put in the straw))

how is the taste?
10

Y:

→

|three

ha- | myen

Three

do-

COND

masiss-e |
tasty-IE

|((slowly turns to NM)) | ((gaze at NM)) |

if (you) do three, (its) tasty
11

Y:

→

|three ha-myen te

masiss=

Three do-myen more tasty

|

|((moving the drink away from her mouth and holding|
| it in front of her))

12

|=-ta

DECL

|

|((gaze directed to Noah))|

if (you) do three, (it’s) more tasty ta
13

NM:

seypay-lo

masiss-e?

Three:times tasty-IE

is it three times more tasty?

|
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Y:

Un
Yes

yes
15

N:

twu kay-to

xxxxxxxxx

Two unit:ADD

two also
16

NM:

two paylo ha-y-to

masiss-ko?

Two times do:CONN:ADD tasty-CONN

two times is also tasty?

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11
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Figure 12

Now Yoonyoung, having put three straws in her Yakult, is boasting to Noah that
she has three straws in her Yakult (line 01; Figure 9). As Noah does not look at her,
but is engaged in inserting a second straw in his own Yakult, Yoonyoung turns
to NM, who was sitting in front of them (line 02). Note that Yoonyoung codeswitches to Korean as she addresses NM. Her utterance in line 03 (Yoonyoung-i
|ilehkey| mek-ulswuiss-ta↑ ‘Yoonyoung can drink like this’) ends with a high pitch
on the final particle ta and is followed by a demonstration of drinking with three
straws in it with a big smile on her face (line 04). Figure 10 is a screen-shot of the
moment when Yoonyoung says ilehkey ‘like this’ holding the drink close to her
mouth (line 3). What Yoonyoung is doing in lines 01 and 03 is clearly an act of
bragging, seeking NM’s attention. Towards the end of Yoonyoung’s demonstration (line 04), Noah turns his head to Yoonyoung (Figure 11), and NM provides
a highly engaged form of assessment (wuoa (equivalent to ‘wow’ in English); line
05). The competitive tenor becomes more explicit as Yoonyoung turns to Noah
(line 06) and displays her pride in a more direct manner by challenging him if
he can drink like her (line 07). NM’s question ensues, asking how the taste is
(line 09). Yoonyoung responds by saying three ha-myen mas-iss-e ‘if three, (it’s)
tasty-e’ (line 10), which is followed by an almost identical repetition except for
the addition of te ‘more’ before the adjective masiss-(e) and the change of the final
particle e (informal ending) to ta (declarative ending) (lines 11–12). Note that the
final particle ta is delivered with higher pitch. According to Lee (1993), the final
particle ta is used to mark a piece of information as noteworthy and to indicate
that the speaker has authority over the information, and to inform the addressee
that the speaker has just fulfilled something – all of which the informal ending
e cannot be used to mark. Drawing on Lee (1993), Kim (2004) provides further
observation on the interactional use of ta, claiming that a ta marked utterance
positions the recipient as a party to attend to the import or ‘newsworthiness’ of
the speaker’s observation. In this extract, the first saying, with the informal ending particle e, serves well as a mere informational answer to NM’s question (‘how
is the taste?’). However, it does not quite deliver the competitive tone that was
present in Yoonyoung’s talk in the preceding sequence (lines 01, 03, 07). Note that
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in line 01, Yoonyoung makes an announcement to Noah that she has three, while
Noah is still struggling to insert another straw in his Yakult. In line 07, this competitive tenor becomes more explicit as Yoonyoung challenges Noah by asking if
he can drink like her. It is only in the second saying (line 11) that the implication
that she topped Noah by having three is made explicit, with the addition of te
‘more’, which highlights the comparative superiority of the taste and the use of the
final particle ta, which serves to upgrade the action to an initiating one from a
responding one. With the second saying, Yoonyoung achieves greater precision
in the action she wants to achieve. The excerpt shows that the child closely monitors her own language for the action she is seeking to achieve.
Compared to the repetition described in Excerpt (5), which is more or less
self-initiated, the following excerpt presents a case where a non-uptake from
the interlocutor prompts the resaying. Unlike Excerpt (1) and Excerpt (2) which
showed identical repetition, in Excerpt (6), the child is trying out a different final
particle for achieving the same action, as her ‘first’ saying did not elicit an uptake.
Prior to the excerpt, Yoonyoung has just launched a story about her experience of
going to a restaurant called Din Tai Fung.
(6) [22 April 2015: Dinosaur 27: 48–29:10]
01

Y:

Jem [Jem din tai fung3-ey

02

N:

03

NM:

04

N:

Jem Din Tai Fung?

05

Y:

um, ceki

06

NM:

masiss-ess-e?

07

Y:

Jem

ka-ss-e

JEM Din Tai Fung-LOC go-ANT-IE

(we) went to JEM JEM Din Tai Fung
[gai-

GIA- (supermarket chain name Giant)

GiaUng
Yes

yes
JEM Din Tai Fung

JEM Din Tai Fung?
noodle-i

nemwu masiss-e

Um, there noodle-NOM so

tasty-IE

um, their noodles are so good
tasty-ANT-IE

was it good?
ung. Ice cream-to
Yes

iss-nuntey,

ice cream-ADD exist-CIRCUM

it also has ice cream
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.

36

.

Y:

sushi-to

iss-nun[tey

Sushi-ADD exist-CIRCUM

there is also sushi nuntey
37

N:

39

Y:

40

N:

38

41
42

kim[pop
Seaweed roll

[|three four

|<<singing tone>>

(0.9)

N:

43

NM:

44

N:

[one two

(0.7)

|((moving his body on NM’s lap

|five six [seven eight
|<<singing tone>>

|((continue to move his body on NM’s lap))
[masiss-ess-keyss-ta

Tasty-ANT-DCT:RE-DECL

must have been tasty
45

Y:

46

N:

→

one two three fo[ur

[dino[saur-to iss-nun[tey

Dinosaur-ADD exist-CIRCUM

(it) also has dinosaur
47

[five six seven eight

NM:

|[ºum

48

al-ass-eº

camkkan-man

|

know-ANT-IE one moment-only

Um

|((addressed to Noah, who is sitting on NM’s lap))|

um okay, one moment
49

N:

50

Y:

52

N:

51

NM:

53

Y:

54

NM:

→

→

[((singing continues))
[°dinosaur°
Um

[((singing continues))

[na-nun dinosaur iss-ta
I-TOP

dinosaur exist-DECL

I have a dinosaur
|dinosaur? (0.7) Wuoa:
Dinosaur

Wow

|
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|((turns her head to YY)) |

dinosaur? (0.7) wo:w
55

|mesiss-ta:

|

cool-DECL

|((gaze briefly shifted to the book in front of her)) |

cool ta
56

|Noah, (.) Noah-ya kathi

57

=Dinosaur|

Noah

kaci-ko nol-a=

Noah-VOC together have-CONN play-IMPER

|((gaze back to N and YY and pulls herself away from N))|
Dinosaur

Noah, Noah, play with dinosaur together

Figure 13

Figure 14

After the clarification sequence (that it was JEM Din Tai Fung, not another one
the two families previously frequented) is completed (lines 01–04), Yoonyoung
starts to describe the food of the restaurant (line 05). As her talk is acknowledged by NM (line 06), she lists more food items served in the restaurant (line 07
onward). The sequence is briefly side-tracked by Noah expressing his wish that
he also wants to go to the restaurant and his mum’s response (relevant portion
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of the transcript omitted). Yoonyoung lists sushi as another dish one can order at
the restaurant (line 36). By this time, however, Noah has lost interest in the topic
and is engaged in singing by himself (lines 40 and 42), and NM does not provide
an immediate uptake (line 38). The lack of response seems to prompt Yoonyoung
to provide a translation for the word sushi, kimpop (line 39), and eventually NM
provides an assessment wherein the deductive reasoning suffix keyss ‘must have
been’ is incorporated (line 43), which conveys stronger engagement than a mere
acknowledgment by projecting a vicarious stance.
Importantly, note that nuntey is being repeatedly used as a final particle in
Yoonyoung’s talk listing the food items (line 07, 36). After NM’s assessment (line
43), Yoonyoung, in fact, attempts a topic shift by saying dinosaur to iss-nuntey
‘(it/I) also has/have dinosaur nuntey’ (line 45). However, this is responded to by
neither of the others. Noah is singing sitting on his mum’s lap (line 46; Figure
13) and NM is trying to put him down (or at least trying to reposition him on
her lap). Yoonyoung repeats her new topic word ‘dinosaur’ (line 51), which again
fails to elicit an orientation from Noah or NM. Finally, Yoonyoung, delivers the
same news with some modification of the design of the original utterance: the
addition of the subject na ‘I’ and the use of a different final particle ta instead of
nuntey (line 54). This change in turn design, along with a louder voice, is successful in eliciting a substantial response from NM. NM turns her head to Yoonyoung
while repeating the topic word dinosaur with her face expressing mock surprise
(line 55) (see Figure 14), which is followed by a strong positive assessment prefaced with wuoa (line 55 and 56) and a suggestion to Noah to play with the dinosaur toy (line 57).
Excerpt (6) shows how final particles are effectively tapped as a grammatical
resource in Yoonyoung’s language to achieve the interactional task of topic shift.
Initially, she continued to rely on her previous format of nuntey4 though the item
introduced clearly marked a new topic (food vs toy and the past experience about
the restaurant vs what she has now here). As this was not effective in eliciting
her interlocutor’s response, Yoonyoung repeats the utterance redesigned with a
different final particle and addition of the subject na ‘I’.
Not only is repetition used to accomplish interactional work such as a shift
in the participation framework (Excerpts (3) and (4)) and topic shifts (Excerpt
(6)), repetition with particle change also reveals itself as an arena where children
engage in extensive language practice. Consider the following excerpt. Prior to
the extract, Yoonyoung and Noah were playing in Yoonyoung’s room, and Noah
had just come out of the room and complained to his mum that Yoonyoung did
not want to play with him. In the beginning of Excerpt (7), Noah and his mum
are in the living room and Yoonyoung is still in her room. The sound of pouring
rain is in the background.
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(7) [22 April 2015 47:10]
01

N:

emma Yoonyoung-i epsecy-ess-e

02

NM:

eti

03

N:

eps-e

04

NM:

ellun

05

Y:

→

pika

06

NM:

→

pika

07

N:

09

N:

Mum

Yoonyoung

disappear-ANT-IE

Mum, Yoonyoung has disappeared
iss-e?

Where exist-IE

where is (she)?
Non-exist-IE

(she’s) gone
teyli-ko

wa.

Quickly bring-CONN come-IMPER

go and get her
o-nuntey

Rain-NOM come-CIRCUM

(it’s) raining
o-n-ta:.

ettehkey:

Rain-NOM come-IND-DECL how

(it’s) raining. what should we do?
08
10

we can go back to our home (0.6) without rain

(0.9)

[xxxxx xxx xxxx

NM:

[etteh-ha-myen coha?
How-do-COND

good-IE

what would be good for us to do?
11
12

Y:

→

(0.6)

pang-ey: (.) pi-ka
Room-LOC

13

chwu-we icey

14

(.)

o-n-ta↑=

rain-NOM come-IND-DECL very

cold-IE now

in the room, (it’s) raining, very cold now
15

NM:

16

Y:

ºe:º

Yes

I see
→

pika

wa

rain-NOM come-IE

(it’s) raining

nemwu
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17

N:

19

Y:

18

20

I want to be cold
→

(0.7)

pang-ey: (.) pang-ey

room-LOC

ka-myen pika

wa-se

room-LOC go-COND rain-NOM come-CONN

nemwu chwu-we
very

cold-IE

(if you) go to the room, to the room, (it’s) raining, so, (it’s) very cold
21

NM:

chwu-we?
Cold-IE

(is it) cold?

While NM urges Noah to go and get Yoonyoung from her room (line 04),
Yoonyoung emerges from her room and offers her observation that it is raining
(line 05), which serves as a topic proffer. Note that this utterance is formatted
with nuntey. NM responds to this by confirming Yoonyoung’s assertion, but her
utterance is formatted with a different final particle ta and another Turn Construction Unit (TCU), ettehkey: ‘what should we do?’ follows it (line 06). The
format of this turn is in line with the usage of ta as reported in previous research
(Lee, 1993; Kim, 2004): ta marking the utterance as noteworthy and positioning
the recipient as a party to attend to the import or ‘newsworthiness’ of the speaker’s observation. Ettehkey: ‘what should we do?’ that follows the ta statement renders such an expectation more explicit. While Noah responds to his mum’s question ‘what should we do?’ by suggesting one possible course of action (line 07),
NM repeats her question again in an expanded form etteh-ha-myen coha ‘what
would be good for us to do?’ (line 10). Yoonyoung then produces another topic
proffer, this time in a more elaborate form (line 12), beginning with an adverbial
phrase that marks the location of the event pang-ey ‘in(to) the room’ and followed
by another statement nemwu chwu-we icey ‘it is very cold now’, which seems to
draw out a consequence of the former statement ‘it is raining’. Note that the key
statement that it rains is formatted with ta in line 12 and the two TCUs, pi-ka
o-n-ta ‘(it’s) raining’ and nemwu chwuwe icey ‘(it’s) very cold now’ are delivered
as if forming one turn since the second TCU is latched onto the first. However,
the connection between the two statements is not marked linguistically. After
NM’s brief acknowledgment (line 14), the child repeats the key statement pika
wa ‘it’s raining’ again, this time formatted with the informal ending a (line 15).
Subsequent to Noah’s turn in line 17, Yoonyoung attempts a reformulation of her
lines 12–13 (lines 19–20). This is clearly a second saying of lines 12–13 inasmuch
as it begins with the same adverbial phrase pang-ey ‘in the room’ and delivers
the same content pika wa-se nemwu chwu-we ‘(it) rains and so, very cold’. The
difference lies in the form, particularly in the sentence-connecting particles used.
The second saying has three clauses ‘if (you) go to the room/it rains/so it is cold)’
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and the three clauses are linked with appropriate connective particles, i.e. myen
‘if ’, ase ‘so’ and e ‘informal ending’.
The extract demonstrates that the child is working on the statement of ‘it rains’,
each time trying to format it with a different final particle, nuntey (line 5) ta (line
12), a (line 16) and ase (line 19). Initially, pika o-nuntey ‘it’s raining nuntey’ (line
6) is offered as a topic proffer as Yoonyoung is coming out of her room. As the
topic proffer is embraced by NM (lines 6 and 10) and Noah (line 7), Yoonyoung
expands it by providing a further statement related to that (lines 12–13, 19–20).
In the first saying (lines 12–13), she manages to deliver the propositional content
by rushing through the potential Transition Relevance Place (TRP) (between ‘in
the room, it rains’ and ‘(it’s) so cold now’), but the form is not quite right. In the
second saying, the form is more enhanced especially in terms of sentence-connecting suffixes.5 One might argue that the child closely monitors her language,
and the perceived inadequacy of the form provides motivation for saying it again.
It is interesting to observe how the child arrives at the expanded form of utterance (lines 19–20) starting from pika o-nuntey as a topic initiating utterance (line
05) through repeating it with different forms of final particles. This process takes
place within a sequential environment where her initial topic proffer has already
been embraced by her interlocutors, whereby she is provided with a local environment in which she can expand on that topic. One can say that, despite her notyet-complete grammatical knowledge (e.g. lines 12–13), she demonstrates good
understanding of the sequential environment, which in turn, helps her construct
her message in a step-by-step manner.
Repetition in Excerpt (7) can be understood as a kind of form-focused self-repair. The analysis puts in relief the micro details of how the utterance begins and
arrives at the expanded form in the immediate sequential context. On the opposite side lies a case in which an interactional contingency, i.e., the lack of the
interlocutor’s uptake, prompts the child’s repetition, which in turn incidentally
likewise serves as a site for language practice. Consider Excerpt (8): prior to the
excerpt, Yoonyoung gave a book to NM and now is walking away from NM, back
towards her bookshelf (an area marked with A in Figure 15) while Noah was
standing next to his mum and asking her to read the book for him, which was
refused by NM once before.
(8) [22April 2015 33:44]
01

02

Y:

N:

right Yuna?
→

emma, ike
Mum,

ilk-e-cwe

this read-CONN-give-IE

Mum, read this (to me)
03

Y:

teddy bear-ka

Yuna y-a

Teddy bear-NOM Yuna COP-IE

teddy bear is Yuna
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N:

→

emma, ike
Mum

ilk-e-cwe

this read-CONN-give-IE

Mum, read this (to me)
05
06

N:

→

(1.0)

ilk-e-cwe::: ↑

Read-CONN-give-IE

read (to me)
07
08

N:

→

(0.6)

emma ilk-e
Mum

cwu-sey(si-e)-yo

read-CONN give-HONOR-IE-POL

Mum, can you read (for me)?
09

10

N:

11

Y:

→

(1.9)

ilk-e-[cwe
Read-CONN-give-IE

read (for me)
[na-nun wenlay

I-TOP originally

kitali-n-ta?

honcase: (0.5) ki-

alone

wai-

wait-IND-DECL

(you know that) I wait alone?

Figure 15

As Yoonyoung walks back to her bookshelf, she addresses Yuna (line 01), Noah’s
baby sister, pretending that the teddy bear on the bookshelf is Yuna (line 03). At
the other side of the living room (see the area marked with B in Figure 15), Noah
is making repeated requests to his mum to read a book. The first request begins
with an address term of emma ‘Mum’ and followed by a verbal phrase ike ilk-ecwu-e ‘read this’. Note that the verb is formatted with the informal ending suffix
e (line 02). With no uptake from his mum, Noah repeats his request, this time in
an identical form (line 04). Still with no response from his mum (line 05), Noah
re-issues his request, this time in the simplest form, composed of only the verb
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while the last syllable is considerably elongated ilk-e-cwe::: (line 06). The absence
of response is dramatic, however (line 07). Noah’s fourth request takes a different
form by incorporating the honorific particle si and a polite form of final particle
eyo (line 08). Even with this sociolinguistically enhanced form, the response is
not forthcoming, which prompts Noah to make his fifth attempt for the request,
this time going back to the shortest form of the request again ilk-e-cwe (line 10).
With Yoonyoung’s initiation of a new topic (line 11), the request sequence is left
uncompleted. It is noteworthy that an interactional contingency provides a reason for Noah to repeatedly try out different final particles with the same verb for
his action of requesting. In this way, interactional contingencies may serve as a
trigger for language practice.

6. Repetition with other types of variation
In addition to the cases of repetition with final particle change, a few other types
of variation related to the grammatical features of the Korean language were
embedded in repetition. Some types of variation included choosing between pronoun and noun, and mobilisation of the flexible word order of the Korean language. Consider Excerpt (9): here, Yoonyoung and Noah are playing with Lego
and magnetic construction toys.
(9) [4 February 2015 28:25]
01

NM:

yeki triangle iss-nun-tey

taka-nun

Here triangle exist-ATTR-place LOC-TOP

02

[triangle neh:ko

triangle put-CONN

(you) put the triangle (piece) where there is a triangle (shape)
03

Y:

→

[na yoonyoungi ce-ke
I

yoonyoung

iss (.)-eyatoy

That:thing Exist- must-IE

I, Yoonyoung need to have that
04
05

Y:

06

NM:

→

(4.0)

Yoonyoungi wheel hana te
Yoonyoung

wheel one

iss-eyatoy.

more exist-must-IE

Yoonyoung needs to have one more wheel
Noah-ya, wuli i-ke
Noah-VOC we

hal

ke-nikka

this:thing do:ATTR thing-RSN

07

wheel Yoonyoungi camkkan kac-ko

08

kulelkka?

wheel Yoonyoung

moment

nol:la

have-CONN play:QUOT

so-PROP

Noah, since we are going to do this, shall we let Yoonyoung have the
wheel for a while?
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N:

silh-e
No-IE

no (I don’t want)

In lines 01–02, NM is instructing Noah how to fit a wooden block puzzle while
sitting on the carpet on the floor. Yoonyoung, who is on the other side of NM,
makes an indirect request for a particular piece of toy in the form of a statement
of need: ‘I, Yoonyoung needs to have that’. Note that in the first saying, the object
of the request is referred to with the pronoun ce-ke ‘that thing’. After a 4 second
pause, the request is made again in an almost identical form, except for the pronoun ce-ke replaced with a more specific noun phrase wheel hana te ‘one more
wheel’ and the deletion of na ‘I’. Yoonyoung’s second request is attended to by NM,
who suggests to Noah that they give the wheel to Yoonyoung as they will do the
wood block puzzle. Yoonyoung’s repetition in Excerpt (9) is a type of self-repair,
similar to what Forrester (2008) calls “sequence organization repair mechanism”
(p. 102). The second saying is occasioned to deal with the lack of response from
the interlocutors and designed in a way that increases the likelihood of being
responded to, i.e., the referential terms in the second saying, wheel hana te ‘one
more wheel’, are clearer and more specific. Excerpt (9) showcases a type of repetition where the initially vague reference is further specified in the second saying.
The final example presents a case where the variation exploits two syntactic
properties of the Korean language, i.e., word order variability (Kim, 2003) and
final particles. Prior to Excerpt (10), Noah has refused Yoonyoung’s proposal to
play a princess game and walked away from the toy tent, which is supposedly a
castle in Yoonyoung’s pretend-play scenario (see Figure 16). Yoonyoung still does
not give up the theme.
(10) [23 December 2014 55:21]
01
02

Y:

I’m the queen. And no- I’m the princess and
you are the prince. We don’t have any xxxxx

03
04

here.

05

Y:

07

Y:

08

N:

06

(1.2)

ºOkay?º

N:

((humming Do-Re-Mi))
Noah mwe

ha-koiss-e?

Noah what do-PROG-IE

Noah what are you doing?
→

na an
I

ha-koiss-e mwe

NEG do-PROG-IE something

I’m not doing something
09

(2.0)
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N:

→

mwe

an
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ha-koiss-nuntey, na

Something NEG do-PROG-CIRCUM

I

I’m not doing anything
11

N:

((humming continues))

Figure 16

Prior to the excerpt, Noah has walked over to the other side of the dining table
(the area indicated with N) after refusing to play Yoonyoung’s princess game. In
response to Yoonyoung’s question of what he is doing (line 06), Noah responds
with na an ha-koiss-e mwe (I NEG do-PROG-IE something) ‘I’m not doing something’ (line 08). The way that Noah’s answer is designed deserves further analysis.
Line 08 preserves the word order of Yoonyoung’s question (line 07) except that
the indefinite pronoun mwe6 is moved to the end of the turn and the negative
particle an is inserted before the verb phrase in Noah’s turn.
07

08

10

Noah

mwe

hakoiss

e

Noah

what

doing

FP

Na

an

hakoiss

e

mwe

I

NEG

doing

FP

something

mwe

an

hakoiss

nuntey

na

something

NEG

doing

FP

I

After a 2 second pause, Noah delivers the answer again, this time with mwe
(‘something/what’) placed at turn beginning and the subject na attached as
a postpositional turn increment (line 10). Also note that the final particle is
changed from e (informal ending) to nuntey (CIRCUM) in the second saying.
Given the prior context where Noah has refused Yoonyoung’s invitation to play a
princess game and Yoonyoung is still insisting on playing the game (lines 01–03),
Yoonyoung’s question asking what Noah is doing (line 06) is hearable as implicat-
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ing more than seeking referential information. While Noah’s first saying is a simple negation of the statement that forms Yoonyoung’s question, the second saying,
formatted with nuntey (line 10), seems to be better designed to respond to that
implication. In other words, the second saying formatted with nuntey conveys
the speaker’s interactional stance of “offering himself/herself to be fished” (Kim,
2018, p. 31) and invites the interlocutor’s uptake while leaving it up to the other
party as to what to make of it. Note that the second saying is delivered after a 2
second pause while the first saying was immediately provided after Yoonyoung’s
question. The 2 second pause in line 09 is sequentially a place where some kind of
response from Yoonyoung is due, after she has obtained Noah’s answer, especially
to the question that is often regarded as a ‘pre’ (‘what are you doing?’) to main
actions such as invitation or request (Schegloff, 2007). As the expected third turn
is not forthcoming, Noah pursues it. The use of nuntey effectively conveys this
expectation.
As with Excerpts (6), (8), and (9), the second saying is clearly prompted by the
non-uptake from the interlocutor. However, with the change in final particle, it is
more appropriately designed to fit its current sequential environment: pursuing
the upshot of the original question.

7. Discussion and concluding remarks
Repetitions are prevalent in interaction with and among children. The functions
of repetition have been discussed from a range of perspectives. Halliday and Hassan (1976) see repetition as a major device for achieving cohesion in discourse.
Some regard repetition as a device that facilitates cognitive processing and learning (Snow, 1983/2014) as it is deemed the least cognitively demanding form of
an utterance. Others are interested in repetition’s role in creating interpersonal
engagement in conversation (Du Bois, 2014; Johnstone, 1994).
In the literature on children’s discourse, repetition has been investigated for its
usefulness for helping the child in his/her career as an “aspirant speaker” (Bruner,
1983). Children seem to have the drive to imitate or repeat others’ utterances as
well as their own. However, it is not always mechanical or instinct driven. As
shown in the data, by the age of 4, most instances of repetition in children’s interaction are prompted by interactional contingencies. Linguistic resources such as
final particles are resourcefully deployed within the parallel structure set up by
repetition to address the changing needs of the sequential environment. In fact,
given their still limited proficiency in Korean, it is remarkable to see how these
children, even at the age of 4, show great sensitivity to the evolving sequential
environment and orient to interactional contingencies and adjust their language
forms to achieve greater precision in their actions. In most of the instances examined above (with the exception of Excerpts (5) and (7)), pursuing the recipient’s
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uptake or, more specifically, pursuing the kind of uptake sought by the speaker
seems to provide a major reason for the resayings.
In Excerpts (5) and (7), Yoonyoung’s repetitions seem motivated not so much
by lack of response as being self-initiated. In Excerpt (5), there is no significant
pause between the first saying and the second saying. The interactional contingency that is at play in Excerpt (5), however, is the competitive tenor that frames
the interaction between Yoonyoung and Noah. Yoonyoung’s first saying three
ha-myen massiss-e ‘(if you) do three, tasty’ does not adequately deliver her triumphant mood as she proudly ‘shows off ’ drinking with three straws to Noah and
his mum. This inadequacy is a perceived issue, based on which the second saying
is produced. Repetition in Excerpt (7) appears to be more form focused. However,
again, it is a perceived problem with what she said, whether the issue involves the
form or the action she/he strives to achieve that prompted the resaying. A resaying is made with a reason.
Final particles in the Korean language seem to provide a very useful resource
for dealing with interactional contingencies. By virtue of its grammatical status as
a suffix, the variation caused by the final particle is rather inconspicuous in terms
of form, while the change can effectively address unfolding interactional contingencies. With a change in the final particle, speakers can achieve footing shifts
(Goffman, 1981) across turns (Excerpts (3) and (4)), and/or greater precision in
the actions they want to perform (Excerpts (5) and (9)).
Securing an adult’s intervention to rectify his/her peer’s behaviour (Excerpts
(1) and (2)), adding a triumphant innuendo to her answering statement (Excerpt
(5)), achieving a topic shift (Excerpt (6)), insisting on his request for his mum to
read a book for him (Excerpt (8)), making a request for a toy that another child is
playing with (Excerpt (9)), negotiating whether and what games to play together
(Excerpt (10)), all form a mundane part of children’s daily life. This is precisely
where children learn how to use language as they ‘try out’ the same or different
forms of language as they understand and respond to unfolding interactional
contingencies. Some interactional contingencies serve to push the child to stretch
every linguistic resource available to meet her/his goals (e.g., the use of an honorific suffix and polite form of final particle when faced with insistent non-uptake
from his mum in Excerpt (8)). Some sequential environments provide well-structured opportunities to work on language forms (Excerpt (7)).
Repetition clearly affords cognitive benefits in children’s language development
(Schwab & Lew-Williams, 2016). However, the current analysis has shown that
repetition is prompted by interactional contingencies, such as some perceived
issue with the first saying or the ways in which participants deal with the first saying, e.g. lack of response. Even in children’s interaction, the practice of repeating
is not accidental or redundant but a social act, moving the sequence forward. The
aspect of an utterance as a social action constitutes an underlying motivation for
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the act of resaying. Inquiries focusing on cognitive aspects of repetition could
perhaps benefit from also considering social aspects of repetition.
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Notes

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The syllable structure of Korean makes it conventional to add the vowel ‘i’ at
the end of proper nouns that end with a consonant.
The spatial background in Excerpt (2) is the same with that of Excerpt (1) as
shown in Figures 1–4. NM is sitting in the same position as shown in Figures
1–4. However, Yoonyoung’s room, which is on the left side of the picture is
beyond the view of the camcorder.
The restaurant is a franchised one and, as two different nearby shopping
malls have that restaurant, Yoonyoung is differentiating the restaurant by
adding the name of the shopping mall to the restaurant name.
Nuntey seems to be her favourite form of final particle. It is one of the most
frequently used particles in Yoonyoung’s speech. Her attempt to try a different final particle fits the way child language development is described in the
language acquisition literature, i.e., initially, learners will stick to one form
for everything and then as they learn other linguistic repertoire, the use of
the initial form will be more fine-tuned (Kim, 2009).
The relationship between sentence-connecting suffixes and final particles is
worth discussing. In my understanding, sentence-connecting suffix is the
term used in more traditional grammar books. Particles include a range of
types, e.g. case particles, adverbial particles, final particles. Most, if not all
of the sentence-connecting suffixes in Korean seem to gradually obtain the
status of final particles via grammaticalisation as they are frequently used in
utterance-final position in spoken discourse.
Mwe in Korean has two meanings: (1) wh-word what as in ‘what are you
doing?’; (2) indefinite pronoun something as in ‘are you doing something?’
In the current excerpt, it seems most natural to translate it as ‘what’ in
Yoonyoung’s question and as ‘something’ in Noah’s answer.
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Appendix: Transcription conventions
[ ]

Simultaneous utterances

.

Falling intonation

=

Contiguous utterances

,

Slightly rising intonation

?

Rising intonation

//

Interruption
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Intervals between utterances
--

Cut-offs

(.)

Micro-pause

:

Sound stretch

( )

Words unclear

hhh

Audible aspirations

.hh

Audible inhalations

yes

Emphasis

For morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, the following abbreviations are used (Lee
1991)
ACC

Accusative

IE

Informal ending

ADD

Additive

IMPER

Imperative

ANT

Anterior

IND

Indicative mood

ATTR

Attributive

INTENT

Intention

AUX

Auxiliary verb

JUDG

Judgment

CIRCUM

Circumstance

LOC

Locative

COMM

Committal

MOD

Modal marker

COND

Conditional

NEG

Negation

CONN

Connective

NOM

Nominative

COP

Copula

POL

Politeness marker

CORREL

Correlative

PROG

Progressive

DIR

Directive

PROP

Proposal

DM

Discourse marker

QUOT

Quotative

DUB

Dubitative

RSN

Reason

EXCL

Exclamation

RM

Realisation marker

FR

Factual realisation

TOP

Topic marker

HONOR

Honorific

VOC

Vocative

